WHITEvoid operates at the horizon where art, design and technology meet.
Our Berlin based multidisciplinary design studio is comprised of specialists in
interaction, media and product design, architecture, mechanical and electronic
engineering. Our installations and products are created for events, museums,
trade fairs, festivals, concerts and clubs. Our house brand KINETIC LIGHTS is
the leading specialist in kinetic lighting. Our products and designs have gained
worldwide recognition and received several awards.

Warehouse Manager (m/w) in event technology storage

We are looking for a structured mind to lead our event technology warehouse
and technical service!

YOUR TASKS:

* Coordination and management of all warehouse processes, including: testing
of event equipment, repairs, packing and shipping
* Personnel responsibility for the warehouse team consisting of warehouse
staff and a service technician
* Booking as well as professional brief and leading of flexible teams for shortterm projects (warehouse hands)
* Establishment of the ERP system and rental software
* Permanent inventory control and annual inventory
* Organization of test setups and assemblies with warehouse hands for
customers and engineers
* Communication and documentation with the office team, freelance and
permanent employees as well as shipping companies
* Accompanying customs clearance processes if needed and preparation of the
goods for a smooth customs check and transport
* Optimization and development of warehouse processes in a rapidly growing
environment

WE OFFER:

* Work in an interdisciplinary, agile team with in-house skills in product
development, industrial design, interface design, construction and prototyping
* Crafting in a modern prototype workshop
* Unusual and challenging international projects in the field of art, architecture,
show and event
* Scope for versatile development in your work
* Close cooperation with the management
* Employee profit sharing
* Team events, delicious coffee and fun on the pinball machine

YOUR QUALITIES
& SKILLS:

* Many years of experience as event technician or warehouseman ideally in the
field of lighting and event technology storages, at best with managerial
experience
* Basic knowledge in the fields of electrical engineering, mechanics, materials
as well as trussing and rigging
* Structured working style, self-initiative in a creative and fast-paced
environment
* Advantageous are first application experiences with merchandise
management systems
* Advanced knowledge of transport handling and documents
* Interest in other areas such as service and repair, CAD software and
technical drawings, etc.
* German as mother tongue or very good German language skills
* Good written and spoken English knowledge
* Driver's license class B or C, license plate lifts, forklifts

HOW TO APPLY:

If we have aroused your interest in this exciting task, send us your digital
application with a CV and photo stating your salary expectations by e-mail.

CONTACT:

WHITEvoid GmbH
Ms Seda Kutlar
Koepenicker Chaussee 4
10317 Berlin
Information on our products and services:
www.whitevoid.com
www.kinetic-lights.com

T +49 30 56730919
jobs@whitevoid.com

